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1 SEPT 2016  

Dear Valued Customer   
 

“VIRTUAL FUELS CROSS BORDER”  
 
Virtual Fuels is all about the network.  With many of our clients also travelling into Africa 
the need for fuel cards to work cross-border was recognised.   Our cards have been enabled 
to work just the same as in the RSA but only at selected stations.  
 
This means your RSA card will also work across the Border.  We also understand that our clients have different 
needs for cross border so there are additional features available to control the cross border needs.  These include 
order by station features, Road Side Assistance.  By far the most important feature is that you don’t see or feel the 
pains of exchange rates, fees, cost and drawdown deposits.  The features and benefits and how to use it is set out 
below. 
 
“PAY in ZAR”.   All payments are in ZAR.   The prices you see on the price list is displayed in ZAR. Thus there is 
no cost of sending USD, no SARB clearances required, no money lying on deposit.  It is simple and clean.  You load 
and pay in an instant.   

“Prices”.   Prices are shown live on the website are the actual 
prices you will pay in ZAR at that moment.  Prices normally stay 
steady for a week but not always. It depends on any changes to the 
exchange rate that occur in that week. All prices are charged at 
time of filling not as ordered. This keeps all admin simple.    

“Electronic Ordering”.  Our Website has an order by station 
function.  After logging in you can order by station. Simply select 
the station where you want to fill up and type in the litres.   The 
card will then automatically be loaded with the amount needed for 
the litres at that station.   When you press the load button a full set 
of order information is sent electronically to the station, your 
designated controller and administrator, the station and us.  In addition a SMS with the details is sent to the 
designated cell phone of that card.  

“Security”.  For cross border there is a separate security PIN.   You can use the one time security pin feature if 
you are ultra conservative about cross border payments or the standard security by using the cross border PIN.  
Either way the card uses the PIN before payment on the card is allowed.   When registering for cross border just 
advise which option best suites your needs. 
 
“Pay Procedure at Station”   When the vehicle arrives at the station he simply goes to the office and states 
he wants to fill up. The attendant will do a balance enquiry.   This will show the ZAR amount available and what 
that is in Litres at that pump.  Once filled he will type in the litres that was filled and ask the driver to enter the PIN 
on the screen.   This will make the payment as per any service in the RSA.   
 
“Other”.  The payment is made on line.  We know that occasionally systems can go off-line and when that 
happens you are welcome to use our office as back up and ask them to process this manually.  The support 
operators number is +230 57317665 
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